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Abstract: The paper shows the need for increasing accuracy of heat calculations in choosing

chilling equipment for normalization of temperature conditions in working faces. The biggest

error in prediction of temperature conditions is revealed in calculations of air temperature

in faces developing steep coal seams, which is related to the peculiarities of technological

processes taking place in excavation of coal. In the present work we have determined difference

of heat-exchange processes between fossils and air within faces during development of steep

flat and sloping coal seams. In faces with flat and sloping occurrence of seams the coal on

conveying unit is considered a half-closed body, the surface of which provides convective heat

exchange with air. At the same time, in face with steep occurrence of seams, where delivering

of material is affected by gravity force, one should consider convective heat exchange of coal

fraction within the air stream. There is a mathematical model for convective heat exchange

between air and fossil in faces that develop steep coal seams, which includes a number of

simplifying assumptions as well. Besides, there are engineering methods for calculation of

heat emission from coal within faces under border condition of first and third types. There

is also a new approach for recognition of heat transferring surfaces from a coal seam and

developed space as for faces using pneumatic hammer and combining technologies of coal

extraction. Based on the results of the research, assessment of the impact of heat emission

from coal on the air temperature within longwall faces developing steep seams is given.
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1. Introduction

Normalization of temperature conditions in mine workings is quite a relevant
task just as from the viewpoint of accidents’ prevention, so from a perspective
of improving employers’ working conditions. At the current time in countries
of Commonwealth of Independent States the prediction of temperature of air
in coal mines is performed with both - analytical and numerical methods. Of
special note is the method [1] developed on the basis fundamental researches
[2] that serves as the base for development of various automated methods for
predicting temperature conditions in mine workings of different purposes. [3, 4].
According to the results of air temperature prediction the cooling demand of
working areas is defined and the selection of corresponding chilling equipment
for normalization of temperature conditions at that areas is performed [5]. For
cooling of air at working places both - underground chilling systems with mining
explosion-proof design [6, 7, 8] and the systems with surface arrangement of
chilling stations using modern technologies on transfer of cold to bigger depths
[9] are applied. Upon such condition the role of heat calculations grows, as far
as their accuracy defines the power of chilling equipment.

The long-term field approbation of calculated dependences listed in [1]
showed the biggest error in prediction of temperature conditions is revealed
in calculation of air temperature in faces developing steep coal seams. It is re-
lated to the fact the mines developing such seams are characterized with bigger
variety of extraction technologies, than the mines developing flat and sloping
seams.

One of the factors influencing formation of temperature conditions of work-
ing faces is heat emissions from hewed fossil. However for mines developing
steep coal seams the question remains insufficiently explored. This is stipu-
lated with the fact the heat exchange between air and the fossil within faces of
steep and flat seams possesses significant difference. Thus, within flat seams the
coal on conveyor unit is considered a half-closed body, and the air flow passes
over the surface of bulk mass, as a result of which the convective heat exchange
between coal and air is provided only for surface of the mass. At the same time
within faces of steep seams using pneumatic hammer or combining extraction
technology every fraction of hewed coal moving under gravity forces is bathed
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with air stream providing the heat exchange with air in face takes place over
the entire surface of coal pieces. In this case we should consider convective heat
exchange of fraction in the stream. Under such conditions the surface of heat
exchange between coal and air in steep faces is about 10 times bigger, than
when developing flat and sloping seams, which provides significant intensifying
of the process of heat emission by hewed coal.

The steep seams are mostly peculiar to overhead form of working face. In
case of use combining and especially pneumatic hammer extraction of coal the
general front of such faces possesses quite a complicated configuration. Partic-
ularly, in case of 120-140 m. long face and presence of benches within it the
actual heat transferring surface of coal seam is much bigger, than it is consid-
ered in [1]. In addition, when speaking about such faces one usually doesn’t
take into account specific features of air heat exchange, which are being peculiar
to the method of smooth dipping with retention of coal on cogs exposed roof.
The method of smooth lowering or retention of exposed roof. In connection
with this the validity of prediction of air temperature at its output from face
reduces.

2. Mathematical Model

2.1 Emissions of fossil’s heat in faces

The process of thermal interference between coal falling under the effect
of gravity force and air in steep faces using combining or pneumatic hammer
extraction of coal is of unsteady character. This is stipulated with change of
temperature field within pieces of hewed coal during its cooling. The diagram
of the face with steep bedding of seam is represented in fig. 1.

Figure 1: The diagram of steep bedding face: 1 – field haulage drift; 2 –
haulage; 3 – field ventilation drift; 4 – ventilation drift; 5 – intake air; 6 – air
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stream for face ventilation; 7 – return ventilation air; 8 – direction of hewed
coal movement; 9 – combine.

When defining the task of unsteady convective heat exchange between
hewed coal and the air the following assumptions are accepted:

1) the pieces of coal have the form of sphere, the average radius of which is
equal to R;

2) the average temperature of air within face t is constant;
3) the start of heat exchange between coal and air in the face takes place

when τ0 > 0, where τ – the time of heat transfer of coal in face, s;
4) initial distribution of temperature in sphere makes T (r, τ0) = T0 = const,

where T0 – the temperature of rocky massif at the depth of the development,
◦C;

5) the speed of coal pieces’ movement within the face is being constant and
depends on the angle of seam’s slope: Vi = f(ψ) = const, where: Vi – the speed
of coal movement, m/s; ψ – the angle of seam’s slope, deg.

The mathematical formulation for the set task is represented with differen-
tial equation of heat exchange [10]:

∂T

∂τ
= a ·

(

∂2T (r, τ)

∂r2
+

2∂T (r, τ)

2∂r

)

, (τ0 > 0; 0 < r < R) (1)

where a – the coal temperature conductivity coefficient, m2/s.
When solving practical tasks there are border conditions of both - the first:

Tsur = f(x, y, z, τ), α→ ∞,

and the third types:

−λ

(

∂T

∂r

)

= α(Tsur − t), α > 0,

where Tsur the coal temperature at surface, ◦C;
α – the heat transfer coefficient of coal, W/(m2

·
◦ C);

λ – the coefficient of coal heat conductivity, W/(m ·
◦ C).

The general solution of differential equation (1) under border conditions of
first and third types is represented as follows [10]:

T (r, τ) = (T0 − t)
∞
∑

n=1

An

R sin
(

µn
r
R

)

rµn
exp(−µ2nF0) + t, (2)

where F0 – the Fourier number;
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F0 =
aτ

R2
. (3)

The value An under border conditions of third type is calculated with the
dependence [10]:

An = (−1)n+1 2Bi
√

µ2n + (Bi− 1)2

µ2n +Bi2 +Bi
, (4)

where µn – the root of characteristic equation;

Bi – the Bio criterion.

tgµ = −
µ

Bi− 1
, (5)

Bi =
αR

λ
. (6)

The specific heat flow (q0) is defined with Fourier’s law:

q0 = −λ

(

∂T

∂r

)

. (7)

Using the differential equation (7), which is added with values T (r, τ) from
equation (2), we have:

q0 = −
λ(T0 − t)

R

∞
∑

n=1

An cosµn exp(−µ
2
nF0). (8)

The equation (8) represents the expression for specific heat flow from pieces
of coal of spherical form for time τ . Since the time of coal cooling in face
changes from τ0 to τ , after integration equation (8) from τ0 to τ and dividing
the obtained equation by τ we get:

q0 =
λR

aτ
(T0 − t)

∞
∑

n=1

An

µ2n
cosµn

[

exp(−µ2nF0)− exp(−µ2n
aτ0
R2

)
]

. (9)

In such a way, the equation (9) is the solution for defining averaged integral
heat flow from a unit of surface of spherical body with temperature difference
of 1 ◦C for the time τ . Next, we enter designations:

θ =
∞
∑

n=1

An

µ2n
cosµn

[

exp(−µ2nF0)− exp(−µ2n
aτ0
R2

)

]

, (10)
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kτl =
λR

aτ
θ, (11)

the equation (9) takes the form of:

q0 = kτl(T0 − t), (12)

where kτl is the coefficient of unsteady nonstationary heat exchange between
coal and air stream within face.

kτl =
λR

aτ

∞
∑

n=1

An

µ2n
cosµn

[

exp(−µ2nF0)− exp(−µ2n
aτ0
R2

)
]

(13)

Applying of the equation (13) in heat calculations remains rather difficult, there-
fore for engineering calculation we on the basis of regression analysis have de-
rived the following empirical dependence for border conditions of third type:

kτl =
λR

aτ
0, 383F 0,64

0 lnB. (14)

The solution of equation (5) under conclusion (14) has been performed with
numerical method. The right part of the equation (10) represents the sum
of components of convergent series, the number of which depends on value of
criteria F0 and Bi, i.e. - on the size of coal pieces, cooling time and relative
velocity of air flow. The number of considered components of equation (10)
makes from 7 to 9, which is the maximum, the defined correlation factor in
such a case is equal to 0,997. The formula (14) is being true for criterion F0

within the limits from 0,001 to 0,25 and the criterion Bi from 1 to 10, which
corresponds to conditions taking place in mines with steep occurrence of seams.

However, if the coal surface is wet (α → ∞), which corresponds to border
conditions of first type, the equation for µn and An will possess the following
form [10]:

µn = nπ, (15)

An = (−2)n+1. (16)

In such a case the dependence for kτl under border conditions of first type is:

kτl =
λR

aτ
0, 594F 0,42

0 . (17)

The value of the heat transfer coefficient of coal α for a separate piece of coal
under border conditions of third type in formula (6) is calculated in accordance
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with dependence listed in work [11]. Taking into account the fact that Prandtl
number for air is equal to 0,72, we get:

α = 0, 203
λvRe

0,561

R
, (18)

where λv – the coefficient of air heat conductivity,W/(m·
◦C); Re – the Reynolds

criterion.

Re =
V0R

v
(19)

where V0 – the relative velocity of air within face, m/s;

v – the kinematic viscosity of air, m2/s.

The relative velocity of air upon the surface of coal piece that moves within
air stream is equal to:

V0 = Vi ± V, (20)

where: V – the air velocity within face, m/s.

The sign “+” in formula (20) corresponds to counterflow of coal and air
(ascending ventilation of face), while “-” – is of homotropal ventilation (de-
scending ventilation). The velocity of air within face depends on the angle of
seam’s slope and is defined by formula [12]:

Vi = 3, 15 + 0, 15(ψ − 45). (21)

The emission of coal heat within face, W , are equal to:

Q = q0F, (22)

where: F – the hewed coal surface area of heat exchange, m2.

If in formula (22) we substitute q0 with its value from expression (12), we
will get:

q0 = kτlF (T0 − t). (23)

The area of surface heat exchange between coal and air within face depends on
daily rate of mining and is calculated by formula:

F =
3Af τ

jR
, (24)

where Af – the traffic volume of coal in face, t/s;

j – the density of coal, kg/m3.
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The duration of heat exchange between hewed coal and air depends on the
speed of fossil’s movement within face:

τ =
Lc

Vi
, (25)

where Lc – the angled length of the face, m.
The average weighted radius of coal pieces is defined in dependence with

the angle of slope by the following formula [13]:

R =
ψ

2000(0, 205ψ − 7, 2)
, (35◦ < ψ < 90◦) (26)

3. The Peculiarities of Heat Exchange in Faces

In the faces using combining and particularly pneumatic hammer coal extrac-
tion the actual surface of heat exchange between coal massif and air is signifi-
cantly bigger, than it has been considered earlier. This is related to the fact the
exposed surface of coal massif in such faces increases due to zigzag of working
face (fig. 2). Thus, the heat exchange surface should be taken with account of
its increasing due to the surface of benches, the width of which makes 2,7 m.

Figure 2:The diagram of pneumatic hammer face with overhead form of
working area: 1 – haulage drift; 2 – ventilation drift; 3 – intake air; 4 –

direction of hewed coal movement; 5 – bench No. 1; 6 – working benches.

The width of first bench is bigger, than the width of the subsequent ones,
and according to specifications on working areas, it makes up to 20-25 m. The
estimated length of wide line in case of pneumatic hammer and combining faces
can be represented as:

Lp = LH +BNV +A, (27)
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where Lp – the gaged length of the face, m;

LH – the slope distance of the face, m;

NV – number of benches within the face;

B – the width of bench, B = 2, 7 m. as for faces using pneumatic hammer
extraction of coal;

A – the bench No. 1, A = 3 m. as for faces using combining extraction of
coal; A = 20− 25 m. as for faces using pneumatic hammer extraction of coal.

In such a way, in case of seam’s thickness of 1,0 m., hammer face’s length of
120-140 m. and presence of 10 benches within it the heat-exchange surface of
coal seam is 35-40% bigger, than it has been considered by dependences listed
in [1].

When developing pneumatic hammer and combining faces, the main method
of top roof regulation is the smooth lowering or retention the smooth dipping
or retention on cogs. In such a case the heat transfer of air flow passing within
the near-bottom area of face takes place mainly in interaction with exposed
surfaces of roof, soil and coal seam, while the heat flow from mined-out space is
almost absent. Consequently, in the formula for average weighted coefficient of
unsteady heat exchange in faces developing steep coal seams the latter compo-
nent taking account of heat transfer from outside stripped area can be omitted,
due to which the formula gets the following form [1]:

kτl = kτz
Uz

U
+ kτk

Uk

U
+ kτp

Up

U
, (28)

where: kτl – the average weighted value of coefficient of unsteady heat exchange
for the near-bottom area of face, W/(m2

·
◦ C);

kτz , kτk, kτp – the coefficients of unsteady heat exchange for, respectively,
coal face, roof and soil, W/(m2

·
◦ C);

U – the common perimeter of cross section of face, m;

Uz, Uk, Up – the lengths of cross section areas for, respectively, coal face,
roof and soil, m.

The calculations of air temperature within faces with steep seams using
combining and pneumatic hammer extraction are performed by the formulae
of method [1], in which indexes A, E and T used in regulating roof by smooth
dipping and retention on cogs are substituted with values of unsteady heat
exchange coefficient calculated in accordance with (28), while instead of value
for face length there should be its gaged length calculated in accordance with
(27).
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4. Discussion

Results of calculations of heat emissions from hewed coal within faces with slope
angle of 40-88◦, traffic volume of 10-60 t/h and air velocity of 2 m/s, obtained
in accordance with suggested dependences, are represented in fig. 3.

Figure 3: The value of coefficient of unsteady heat exchange between hewed
coal and air (kτl) and heat emissions from coal (Q) within face in accordance
with the angle of seam’s slope (ψ) in case of coal traffic volume equal to 40
t/h: a) the border conditions of third type, b) the border conditions of first

type

The calculations revealed that with increasing of seam’s slope angle under
conditions of both types there is growth of unsteady heat exchange coefficient
value and, consequently, of heat emissions from coal. It should also be noted
that under border conditions of first type the heat emission is about 3 times
higher, than under border conditions of third type. The relative velocity of air
upon the surface of coal pieces also grows with increasing of seam’s slope angle.
However the average weighted diameter of coal pieces in case of such increasing
reduces and makes 0.04-0.008 m. in denoted range. The area of heat exchange
between coal and air within faces with increased traffic volume grows, while in
case of increasing slope angle it reaches its maximum value at, approximately,
56◦.

For the purpose of assessment of impact of heat emissions from coal on the
temperature of air within face there are calculations performed in accordance
with method [1] with account of obtained dependences, the results of which are
represented in fig. 4. The calculations have been performed for the following
conditions: the slope distance of face makes 140 m; seam’s slope angle – 60◦;
thickness of seam – 0,9 m; the air output within face has been taken according to
the average velocity of air stream (1 m/s); temperature and relative humidity at
the entry to face has been taken as 20◦C and 90% respectively. The calculations
have been performed under temperature head between temperature of refuses
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and air in face within the range 10,0-18,6 ◦C and border conditions of third
type.

Figure 4: Diagrams of change of air temperature at the output of face (t)
depending on coal traffic volume (Af ): 1 – under temperature head between
rocky massif and air in face 10, 0◦C; 2 – 12, 9◦C; 3 – 15, 7◦C; 4 – 18, 6◦C.

Analysis of obtained results showed that in case of increased traffic volume
of coal the air temperature at output grows. This is stipulated with increase
of the surface of heat exchange between hewed coal and air stream within face.
The higher the in-situ temperature of rocky massif, the bigger the impact that
flow of falling coal possesses as on the air temperature within face. Analysis
of heat balance in combining and hammer faces with different ways of top
regulation revealed that starting from temperature head of 10,0◦C the share of
heat produced by hewed coal is being higher, than it can be due to extracting
mechanisms, and under temperature head of 25,0◦C it makes up to 30% in total
heat balance of working area. At the same time, in cases when the developed
seam is drowned or when coal extraction is performed together with moistening
(and coal surface gets wet), which falls under border conditions of first type,
the heat emissions from coal make up to 50% of heat balance.

5. Conclusions

The paper provides calculated dependences for defining heat emissions from coal
in faces developing steep coal seams with combining and pneumatic hammer
technologies of coal extracting. There is an analysis of heat exchange in such
faces when regulating top by smooth dipping with retention on the cogs, and as
the result the calculated dependences for defining coefficient of unsteady heat
transfer between rock massifs and air in the faces are represented. It is revealed
that heat emissions from coal in the faces with steep occurrence of seams possess
significantly bigger impact on the temperature conditions of working faces, than
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it was considered before. The heat emissions grow with increase of depth of
development and load on wall and can make 30-50% in total heat balance of
working face. The obtained dependences can be recommended for practical
applying [14].
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